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There is crime laundry and money laundry but there is also Jesus laundry and
Christian church laundry as we are going to produce evidence now.
Terrorists are no usual criminals but very ambitious ones. For terrorists it is
important to hide their infamous will, perfidious intentions and barbaric
perpetrations by reasons that sham to be honorable ones. Thus, they want to get and
mostly succeed to get their outrages and abominations unassailable.
Here, effusively a terrorist and terrorists' trainer spouts very reputable terms like
"god", "love", "charity", "spiritual welfare", "truths" etc. and his accomplices emulate
him. This camouflaging of heinousness, abominations and barbarities behind
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honorable concepts causes Christian terrorism's success.
Jesus "Christ" masters this terrorists' desire excellently and as nobody else. That is
why mendacious, perfidious and insidious Christian terrorists worship him as "god"
all over and he can be called our Planet's best trainer for terrorism. That is why he
becomes superstar of all Christian terrorists.
As said, terrorists are very ambitious felons. Jesus "Christ" is very ambitious one
among the ambitious. Jesus wants to become „god“. For him, „god“ is that one that
is worshiped as „god“, i.e. somebody that provides enough slaves for himself
adoring him as the „god“. Repeatedly he expresses how difficult it is for him finding
the correspondent slaves.
He does not do so directly but by parables. The latter he deems to be more
expedient for him because it is much harder to convict somebody of lies and
deception by them than by direct speech. Thus, Jesus clearly get his priorities right.
Lu 14:16-24 ASV
16 But he said unto him , A certain man made a great supper; and he bade many
17 and he sent forth his servant at supper time to say to them that were bidden, Come; for
all things are now ready.
18 And they all with one consent began to make excuse. The first said unto him, I have
bought a field, and I must needs go out and see it; I pray thee have me excused.
19 And another said, I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them; I pray thee have
me excused.
20 And another said, I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.
21 And the servant came, and told his lord these things. Then the master of the house being
angry said to his servant , Go out quickly into the streets and lanes of the city, and
bring in hither the poor and maimed and blind and lame .
22 And the servant said, Lord, what thou didst command is done, and yet there is room.
23 And the lord said unto the servant, Go out into the highways and hedges, and constrain
them to come in, that my house may be filled.
24 For I say unto you, that none of those men that were bidden shall taste of my
supper.
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His megalomaniac will of becoming „god“ of his „loved“ fellow men he equates
with the host of the party (verse 16), the meal that obviously is inedible with his
“doctrines” (verse 24) as far as the latter term is not pompous, here. His servant
(verse 17) he equates with his accomplices, i.e. his „disciples“, today: his sect).
However, the host or „god“ does not succeed so as he had fancied to do so. He
rigged very much, but the smart or distinguished ones, in Jesus’ words: “the
healthy”, do not want to join the party of that monstrosity [i] . Each of them has to
do something better then to watch the farces of a sorcerer. Everybody regrets with
another excuse. Nobody of them wants to keep company with him and get served
food, which the host himself admits to be inedible (verse 24). What a “sin”...!
How does a reasonable host react in such a situation? Next time he does not rig that
much, in particular without firm acceptance by the guest he wants to invite, i.e.
starts lowering his sights. However, our host is a desperado. How is a desperado
used to reacting? He is determined: Now, all the more and precisely because,
precisely because etc. but a desperado never gives in and eats humble pie. We very
well know this from the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"),
isn’t it?
After this little one, who likes to act big couldn’t get hold of the smart or
distinguished ones -- he calls the „first ones“-- he, of course, is unwilling to give in
to dream his ugly dream of becoming slaveholder („god“) of his fellow men. If the
„the healthy“ do not prostrate before him, then he tries getting the „sick“ ones, the
gutter, the scum of the Earth to do so (verse 21). Those ones he calls the „poor and
maimed, blind and lame.” Of course, the latter ones do not know that they are
seconds and replacement, because the others are “sour grapes” for Jesus "Christ" .
This is the “mystery” of Christian „charity“, i.e. the Christian business for disabled
and the sick.
This business Christian sect has been scrounging from the state, since it had become
religion of state by ancient Roman atrocious emperor Constantine and Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are used to defending it like any
other Mafia defends their “money-protection-zones”…
The fact, that „poor and maimed and blind and lame” are only seconds of Jesus’
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selection of folks because the better ones were sour grapes for him, is also expressed
by the Christian churches refusing to allow „ the poor and maimed and blind and
lame” to become priest, monks or nuns in Christian sect. E.g., in Islam there are
many the disabled even priests (imams). That is a true integration of the disabled in
a society. (Muhammad rightly refuses monasticism anyway [ii] ).
Apart from the fact that this „social business“ is one of the most important sources
of money („protection money zone“) for the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners"), the disabled are only tools of Christian selfishness to feign
“moral qualities” and standards they do not have. This does not only mean that the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") only deceive others but
that the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") also beguile
themselves. More over, this fake is necessary in order to worm their way into the
victims’ confidence.

Nursing as all other types of medical care are jobs and have nothing to do with
moral qualities of those performing such jobs. A physician is not more moral than a
teacher or a judge etc. Inversely Christian silliness would mean that everybody
choosing another profession that is outside medical care or social business would be
immoral… Christian bedlam!
However, misusing such jobs in order to sham good characters means to hide very
depraved and malicious traits. Each one that puffs himself up with morals is
perfidiously evil because one does not need to call something one already has.
Therefore, the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent" sinners') puffing
up with morals is the disguise of those brutes. Being involved in helping
handicapped and/or sick persons, sometimes – even if not all the times but always
when Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are involved -means that the helping one treats the sore conscience of his own (by psychological
projection).
In this (Christian) case, social activity is based on a psychological projection: By
treating the physically sick one, the nursing one indeed unconsciously treats the
sore conscience of his own, i.e., treats himself while treating the other one. This only
can explain why Christian can come up with the idea that medical care or nursing
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has something to do with moral quality. It has no more or less moral quality than
most jobs have. For instance, an entrepreneur often gives several hundreds or
thousand person their daily bred.
That is very moral and much more than the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners'") distributing of a plate of soup to beggars, in return of singing
“hallelujah”… In addition, mostly and indirectly this plate of soup is paid by the
Christianly enslaved state… Jesus only venomously spit at the rich ones…!
However, in order to enslave one’s fellow men it is better to force them joining a
queue than to create jobs and transfer monthly a salary to a bank account...

That means further, that there are many motives for being involved in medical
care or that one for handicapped person, orphans or elderly etc. but not only a single
one the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are used to
pretending: humbly serving the next ones…
The sorer the conscience, the more the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners") throw themselves into medical care, although mostly
incompetent for that… When doing publicity for the sect and praising themselves
no end, the Christian deliberately “miss” to see that there are many motives getting
involved into social business, even the baddies beside the good and those of the
Christian sinners’ are the baddies.
Jesus want to misuse the disabled and everybody being in misery in order to wage
war and take revenge on those that turned out better by nature than he and is
accomplices do. Thus, he – as his fellow Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners") -- selfishly makes use of others’ misery for the advantage of his,
respectively, their own. Jesus "Christ" wants to force the “first ones” to join his sect
(“meal”, verse 23). When admitting that his “meal” is inedible (verse 24), he admits
that his sect is a criminal organization for the purpose of slavery and abomination
on those refusing that slavery.
By saying that one should compel those that reject invitation to his “party” (verse
23), Jesus already initiates Christian violence, in particular imposing this sect even
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on those that do not want to join it. Hence, Christian stakes are already designed to
take place by nobody but Jesus in person.

Therefore, the Christian sinners sayings that violence allegedly was alien to Jesus is
just a trick and component of their infamy, by which the Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") want to escape from responsibility of being
debunked as criminals or heels by their crimes and abominations („fruits“). Jesus
rather instigates his sect to constrain others, i.e. to use violence. Thus, already by its
“god“ Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera, Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" , Christian sect
already turns out as a crime on human rights, e.g. freedom of religion, freedom of
speech, freedom of research and teaching etc. There is no freedom of religion, if
religions like, for instance, the Christian one, force everybody to believe in their
deceitful concoctions. That is what Jesus "Christ" is instigating here. And in no other
way, Christian sect disseminated, until today.

The next link of consequence resulting from this is that Jesus "Christ" must offer
something to „the poor and maimed and blind and lame” in order to beguile them
into worshiping him as their „god“… No Christian business without business in
return! For this purpose we want to take some other sayings of his into account
when he directly – and not by parables – describes his followers, deliberately.
Lu 5:31-32 ASV
31 … They that are in health have no need of a physician; but they that
are sick.
32 I am not come to call the righteous but sinners to repentance .
Here the English translation still plays things down. Latin Vulgate from the year 405
C.E. – the oldest copy of the Christian Bible that still exists – speaks about “qui male
habent”, that means: those who are evil! There is an important difference between
sick and evil!
Here, Jesus admits - similar to the mentioned parable of the host – that there are:
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a) Healthy (just) ones and there are
b) evil (the sick, sinners). Jesus declares himself
c) competent for the evil (the sick, sinners) and und
d) not competent for the healthy or just ones.

A physician only treats the sick or he is a deceiver talking others into having a
disease they do not have in order to fleece them. As already said, here Jesus
withholds that the evil or „the poor and maimed and blind and lame” as he
presumes to call the scum of the Earth in the mentioned parable are only his
„chosen ones“ because he disgracefully is rejected by the decent or distinguished
citizen he calls the „the healthy“ (sour grapes). This will become very important
when Jesus works more and more himself up into a rage of resentment he finally
cannot control, in particular on the Jewish clergy, even in his “sermon on the
mountain”.

That what Jesus turns out being a deceiver foreseeing and approving the outrages
and atrocities of his „the sick“, if not intending them („ none of those men that were
bidden shall taste of my supper “) is his following statement:

Mt 7:16-17 ASV
16 By their fruits ye shall know them. Do men gather grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?
17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but the corrupt tree
bringeth forth evil fruit.

This saying proves that Jesus overlooks more than even his sect of today. The
“official” Christian sect’s doctrine says quite something else. It has an abstruse
conception of the „free will“ presupposing human being to be like a „tabula rasa“, i.
e. that human being – at least – “morally” creates itself while acting. In contrast with
his sect, Jesus "Christ" says that an individual does not create itself while acting but
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reveals itself by doing. So, while acting one – at least – morally reveals oneself.

Here, we happen to see the oddity that Jesus "Christ" and some of his prominent
critics on the one hand stand together against all Christian sects and their carnival
blather about alleged „free will“. German philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach (1804 –
1872) precisely objects to theism in the following way:

"Our perfection is substantiated by nothing but in developing and development in
nothing but in clarification and awareness who we are.” [iii]

Here, German philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach evenly says – as Jesus "Christ" – that
human beings are revealing themselves what they are while acting. That is hardly
different from Jesus Christ's"recognition that one can be known by one’s fruits,
although Feuerbach precisely wants to reject theism by this thesis about the
meaning of life.

Theism generally wants to postpone the awareness of oneself in “life hereafter”: We
(theists or Christian sinners) are not the ones we will be… In heaven, we (Christians)
will turn out who we are…. Thus, Feuerbach contradicts theism: Here, now and on
the spot we reveal who (in Jesus language: what fruits) we are and get aware who
we are. Getting aware who (in Jesus’ words: what fruits) we are that is the meaning
of life according to Feuerbach.

Getting aware of oneself reveals very unbearable truths to each Christian about
himself. The Christian sect’s instigator knows that his „the sick needing a
physician“ (Lu 5:31) cannot bear crucial truths about themselves:

Joh 16:12 NRSV
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12 "I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now.
Hereby the instigator of Christian organized crime admits that the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") „avoid knowing what is true“ [iv]
(in particular about themselves!) and are used to fostering “lying at any price” [v] as
philosopher Nietzsche (1844 – 1900) once worded it. That is why Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") exalt the instigator of their sect to
be "god" in order to persuade themselves into believing that their lies, deceits and
self-deception are the “truths”.
Because getting aware who oneself is debunks unbearable truths to a Christian he
cannot endure according to Joh 16:12 Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (underhand foul play’s
name: Jesus "Christ" ) postpones awareness of the Christian
desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'")’ (true) selves for a fancied life
hereafter, that means after death: The „play“ (on Earth) does not count because
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") allegedly get aware who
they are only when the have died in heaven … We (Christian underhand foul
players) are not still those ones we will be (hereafter) …!
„Mr. Referee, the goals or adversary just scored do not count! If you love your life
you rather instantly should score out it, will you please?!!! We (Christian underhand
foul players) hope you have understood this message. Those, who are not in favor of
Christian underhand foul players must go to hell! The latter we already establish on
Earth, e.g., the Christian Middle Ages!
If you (referee) study the Middle Ages, then you will know that there is hell as long
as there are Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")! Referee,
you would not be the first receiving the “mercy” of a premature death by us
(Christian underhand foul players). That is no problem for us (Christians), since we
are able to perpetrate the almost perfect crime. We (Christian underhand foul
players) will call you (the victim) to be the "murderer" and us (the murderers) to be
"martyrs". The entire world will believe us because everything is just a matter of
conditioning and brainwashing, in which we (Christian) underhand foul players are
very expert … Right or wrong nobody will believe you, referee. Right or wrong,
everybody will believe the (almost) perfect brutes, i.e., us (Christian underhand foul
players) ...! Oh yeah, there are already millions of case: All the world will deem you
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– the victim – to be the "murderer" and us (Christian murderers) be “martyrs” …
Therefore referee, do not tempt us (Christian underhand foul players)! The
possibilities of our brainwashing are unlimited! We (Christian bastards n’ dastards)
do not perform fair play but foul play. That is our (Christian) way of playing and
living. We only score up the goals we netted. However, if the adversary scored we
instantly demands to score out the goals and cancel any success of the opponent
because then only those goals count that are scored in heaven.
However, if the Christian win a play they do not say so. Then everything is a proof
that they are “god’s chosen” ones. This means that Christian swineherds' sect
necessarily is foul play from the very outset and in very principle. Those
(Christian) desperadoes or brutes always want to win (even by deceit and stopping
at nothing). If they win, then this is allegedly due to their imagination of being
“god’s chosen” ones and if they lose, they are the conceited “winners” because they
fool themselves and others that only heaven turns out the true “winners” that
unspoken they fancy being…
Since, the adversary cannot score as corpse (in “heaven”) we Christian underhand
foul players are already the winners because only our goals are to count. More over,
according to the rules of our (Christian) foul play, referee, you call this „brotherly
love” and “enemy love”, will you please, referee?! Referee, you have nothing to
count for our disadvantage but everything for the benefit of our own. Referee, if we
(Christian underhand foul players) should lose that for the sake for your life you are
„requested” to postpone the result until doomsday or still later … Otherwise …! The
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") heaven is the cloning of
this world, however quite according to the selfishness of Christian underhand foul
players. There, they fancy themselves to get aware of themselves how they would
like to be but not and never as those underhand foul players really are...
This is the intrinsic deception and self-deception of Christian sect making it an
organized crime. However else could such a deception established and maintained
but by crimes? Their is no other choice but to perfidiously slander, libel, denigrate,
intimidate, jail or even infamously murder those that stay with the truths and not
with the „truths“, i.e., lies, deceits and self-deception. This is what Christian
organized crime succeeds more to do than any other Mafia.
That is why Christian sect necessarily is our Planet’s most organized crime. Because
the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") get aware that they
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are very rotten fruits, i.e. experience themselves as unbearable characters, they fancy
to postpone that -- getting aware of oneself -- until the hereafter: Each game those
spiteful little devils win counts, each one they lose does not count. Then those
hypocrites and liar “believe” in heaven that allegedly accomplishes everything
according to their unscrupulous selfishness, especially if it is to outwit hoodwink
their competitors and rivals to which they cannot hold a candle … For Christian
sinners “god” is only a contrivance to stab those that turned out better by nature
than they are doing cowardly, insidiously and infamously form behind and being
able to feign “martyrs” while being rogues, Mafiosi, murderers and even massmurderers, i.e., the scum of all creations …

In truth, this (Christian) kind of „heaven“ is only a method to repress the unbearable
truths about oneself that means: „avoid knowing what is true“ (about oneself), as
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 – 1900) [vi] described Christian
lifestyle. Being that discontented with themselves when getting aware of their
selves, the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") prefer to live
a lie than to face truths.
And the lie that Jesus proffers to his creeps n’ crooks is that he fools them: Do not
care about that what your conscience accuses and tells you, the „fruit“ your are will
reveal in heaven, so never mind committing any maliciousness, any outrage,
atrocity and barbarity…
Those philosophers saying that one can be known by ones fruit do not take into
consideration that I (Jesus "Christ" ) abolished that “law” by dying on the cross. If I
died for all the maliciousness, evilness, outrages, abominations etc. of the world,
whoever then can claim that you – my Christian fellow felons – can reveal to be bad
fruits when committing evilness and abominations…? Moreover, those evilness and
outrages Jesus "Christ" instigates very industriously…

Two consequences now follow from that cognition:
Firstly, why the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") had to
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contradict and “correct” their “almighty” and “omniscient” “god” Jesus "Christ" .
Secondly: Jesus’ saying that one can be known by ones fruits is evidence that Jesus
never intended to finish as death penalty convict on the cross and all other
allegations of the Christian scriptures is nothing but desperadoes’ lifestyle: making a
virtue of necessity or to cant utmost disgraceful defeat …

Mt 7:17 (ASV)
17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but the corrupt tree
bringeth forth evil fruit.
18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree
bring forth good fruit

So, If a god tree produces good fruits and a “ corrupt tree bring forth good fruit“ oh
yeah, Jesus "Christ" , what can be changed by a “suffering for the sins of the world
on the cross”? On that condition: For what good such bloodshed ever could be?
Nothing! If you, Jesus "Christ" , justly or unjustly suffered death penalty on the
cross, nothing will be changed: The good trees still bring forth good fruits and the
rotten (or Christian) ones still brings forth evil fruits… Because each time and
always it is turned out what is! Moreover, a felon like you, Jesus "Christ" , always
produces felons like you, Jesus "Christ" …

The ideology – as far this term is not too pompous pertaining to the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") – of „crucifixion“ of Jesus "Christ"
indirectly convicts Jesus of lying. Crucifixion is based on the contrary, in fact on the
premise that a bad tree could bring forth good fruits. Either the Christian sinners
„god“ (Jesus "Christ" ) is lying here (Mt 7:17) or when telling the tale of crucifixion.
The latter is the case because then the Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners'")’ god could not guess that his attempt at becoming “King of
Israel” should be finished as hanged death penalty convict on the cross. In addition,
there was much need for him and his fellow to turn mendaciously this disgrace and
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shame -- of a conman that wanted to sham god -- on sweet talks (suffering for this
sins of the word….). Ah, ah, ah – Jesus "Christ" , do not make me laugh!
However, Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera is “apologized”. When driveling that he still was
convinced to win on Palm Sunday and to accede to the throne of the “King of Israel”
instead of losing and acceding to the gallows or cross. At that time, this
“omniscient” mock-god still did not know what was going to happen him and that
he would be forced to cant the shame of a losing “god” and the ignominy of a death
penalty convict … Therefore, do not blame him. Completely he is “excused” …!
Scrutinizing the Christian sinners scriptures means convicting the liars and
deceivers, i.e., abominable felons, all over!
So, Christian „heaven“ is just a desperadoes’ fancying how those thoroughly
mendacious and spiteful underhand foul players can sham to be “winners”, even if
they have lost but never admit to be defeated, even that of outrages, barbarities,
atrocities and abominations. That is foul play from the very outset and in the very
principle. Making this unquenchable thirst of power unassailable, hypocritical
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") fake each depravity by
its each reverse: e.g., this as „humbleness“ and „modesty“... Even faking each by its
reverse for the advantage of the Christian deceivers is foul play from the very outset
and in principle.

According to that realization that all our actions mean getting aware who we are,
freedom (of will) means to be able to be who one is. Being without freedom means
being unable to be who one is but not able to create oneself or not. However, this
further means social responsibility providing humane circumstances and
environment those human beings can get aware as human beings. Everything else
means the medieval discussion if a philosopher even could be happy if living his
whole life in a drum.

It is about a dialect process of each individual and social relationship. Without
corresponding relationship an individual cannot develop. However, without
corresponding individuality nobody cannot turn out to be smart but stays an abject
Christian creep n’ crook what splendid social relationships should be or however
rich he might be… On the contrary, the more powerful Christian desperadoes
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(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are the more atrocious they become.

Jesus is extreme when saying that a sinner (criminal) always has to perpetrate sins
(crimes).
Joh 8:34 ASV
34 Every one that committeth sin is the bondservant of sin.

So, if Jesus knows that everybody is accomplishing its nature, then he even knows
that while selecting sinners (brutes) as accomplices he deliberately was installing an
organized crime that always will perpetrate crimes – what at least later on turned
out to be right. He knows that sinners (brutes) cannot stop sinning (to perpetrate
crimes), i.e. are addicted to abominations.
This can be proven by the example of Peter, whom Jesus already sometimes called
“Satan” (Mt 16:23) or who is called according to the Acts of the Apostles (4: 13, Latin
Vulgate) an idiot. It is true, Jesus "Christ" has no objections to entrust his (Christian)
sect to Satan und Idiots… Who wonders what emerged from that? Who wonders
that Jesus "Christ" already effusively overstrained himself to blarney the jerks and
schnooks (“poor in spirit”) in his sermon on the mountain (Mt 5:3) the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") fob to be groovy off on themselves
and others.
However, everything of that even would be forgivable, if the gospel’s writers would
not have made the following awful goof:

Mt26, 72 -75 RSV
72 And again he (Peter) denied it with an oath , "I (Peter) do not
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know the man (Jesus)."
73 After a little while the bystanders came up and said to Peter,
"Certainly you are also one of them, for your accent betrays you."
74 Then he began to invoke a curse on himself and to swear , "I
do not know the man."
75 And Peter remembered the saying of Jesus, "Before the cock crows,
you will deny me three times."…

The abominable is that Jesus foresees a several felonies of perjury of one of his
closest accomplices (Satan or idiot) and does not clamp down on the perpetrator, i.e.
perjurer. Deliberately Jesus allows those felonies to be perpetrated. If Jesus foresees
felonies and does not impede them so that they do not come into existence, he
approves those felonies and is co-perpetrator. That is only possible on that condition
that Jesus wanted a felons’ sect, which Christian sect is and everything else the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are used to blathering
and excusing is nothing but crime laundry, money laundry and Jesus laundry.

One should reflect on that: There is a sect shamming to die for the „truths“ and by
approval of their faking „god“ it perpetrates felonies of perjury, in series. My word!
What “saints“ of the “Latter Days”…
Oh Yes, Jesus "Christ" knows the scores: The felon of all felons lifts up himself to the
„god“ and his schmucks of accomplices to the „saints“… My word! However, even
his schmucks of Christian evenly know the tricks, especially those ones how to
accomplish Jesus Christ's"laundry and Christian sect’s laundry, besides crime
laundry and money laundry.. . (The money Christian sect keeps mostly stems from
the „Constantinian forgery“ and its dealing with letters of indulgence). Once more,
one can realize that Christian swineherds' sect outdoes each other organized crime
pertaining to crime laundry, money laundry and Jesus laundry…
Generously, we want to leave aside Rev 2: 23 where Jesus in person announces his
killing of the innocent children of rival prophetess Jezebel. The Christian
desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")’ vehement affirmations that Jesus
"Christ" allegedly did want to install a terrorists’ sect are very furtive, sly, sneaky
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and deceptive tricks, i.e. just a component of Christian perfidy, infamy and
insidiousness – and if still something else, then: White washing of Jesus "Christ" and
white washing of Christian sect by itself …
At first, Jesus is responsible for the “fruits” (outrages, abominations, barbarities etc.)
of this sect but also his Christian accomplices.
Here, it becomes understandable why the Christian ecstatically are rapt by the
„sermon on the mountain“. Nothing is more salve for a sore and wounded soul of a
dissolute character but the „lard“ of self-deception.
Jesus puts all his schmuck of accomplices in the shade by allowing them to give
full expression to their perfidious traits by a sham-moral that he adjusts to their
bestiality and thus deadens their pangs of conscience but saves their rotten teeth.
However, he also seems to know the limits of his manipulation. Finally, unlike a
lunatic, a deceiver always knows what he is doing:

Mr 8:36 AV
36 For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul ?
Human beings do not profit by Christ’s gaining of the whole world, however Christ
benefits from that: At least he becomes worshiped as the “god” and that is the only
thing that matters for him. I (Jesus "Christ" ) do not care what happens after I have
gone…
His sect has already hogged one third of the world as ancient Greek predicted
Hades (Satan) and his brother (James?) to do so. However, those individuals that
shape and domineer it even became still worse criminals and murderers than those
they had been before. They only could improve the reputation of their by
corresponding brainwashing. Therefore, we still have another sort of “baptism” in
this sect: crime laundry, in particular: sexual crimes laundry, money laundry (of
Constantine’s forgery), Jesus laundry, Christian sect laundry and now even still
brain laundry… Why doesn’t one call the popes and Christian creeps n’ crooks of
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priests laundry women? Those sissies are already dressed like ones! They never stop
washing Jesus, their sect, their crimes, and their money…

It belongs to the Christian nature that these religious heels are used to wiping out
everybody standing in the way of their hunger for power, respectively, their
enslavement. The Christian swineherds call their victims „felons“ and „murderers“
so that the Christian murderers can pose as „martyrs“... Of course, Jesus already
showed how to do so:

Lu 19:27 ASV
27 But these mine enemies, that would not that I should reign over them,
bring hither, and slay them before me.

Whatever else did the Christian swineherds with the heretics and all their
adversaries?: Our enemies that do not want to be our slaves, that do not want to go
down on their knees or do not want to knuckle under to us bring hither and burn
them before us… That is the Christian sinners’ program of the stake already
instigated by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") .
Imagine, he would have won on Palm Sunday and would had accede to the throne
as „King of Israel“. Then he already would have accomplished that program to slay
his enemies before him. Therefore, his Christian schmucks of accomplices had to
wait about for one Millennium in order to be able to slay the entire population of
Jerusalem, namely, in the first crusade. Within one or two days the Jesus fellow
schmucks slay about 30.000 people: babies, children, pregnant ones, the sick, the
disabled, elderly man and women, other man and women – everybody was
slaughtered by the followers of this schmuck that fakes to be a „god“ and indeed is
the instigator of a felons’ and even murderers’ sect that even perfidiously masks
itself with “charity” and “brother love”.
Today, Christian sect admits those atrocities – on condition that they are enough
centuries ago and one cannot deny them without making oneself a laughingstock.
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However, Christian sect does not want to be called a felons’ or murderers’ sect.
What is to say to that? The answer: Each murderer that even admitted having
perpetrated murders desires not to be called a murderer! Those, who do not believe
that, should inform themselves better before talking… Therefore, Christian sect does
not behave else as than any other felon or murderer and each other organized crime!
Whoever claims that Christian sect depraves „noble tenets“ of Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) does not do anything but accomplishes
Jesus laundry, Christian church laundry or Christian sect laundry and if still
something else, then perfidy. Could Satan ever mask himself better than Jesus
"Christ" does? What „compassionateness“, „charity“ and „brotherly love“ this
religious heel ever intended, this king of all felons sometimes downrightly said:

Jesus said , "I shall destroy this house, and no one will be able to (re)
build it [...]." [vii]

“House” means the world or humankind. Here, he declares to take revenge on the
world, on humankind with his sect of “sinners” (felons) by unleashing the
perfidious drives and urges of the scum of humankind. By his sect, he hopes
humankind will tear each other apart. Foul play is the topmost important goal of
Jesus "Christ" and his fellow felons (Christians). Everything else the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") used to uttering serves the
purpose of camouflaging this goal of destruction in order to make it unassailable.
This is a premise of its success. That is the avenge he wants to take on humankind
for the fate of his own:
· being an illegitimate child (he and his schmucks of accomplices want to veil
as „immaculate conception“ … Ah, ah, ah…! This already is a transgression
“worth” punishing death penalty according to the law of god he pretends to
fulfill (see: De 22:22-24). I.e., by contriving god as begetter of Satan, pardon,
Jesus "Christ" his schmucks of accomplices (Christians) veil that Jesus "Christ"
was already born by transgression worth punishing death as he evenly was to
finish by a felon “worth” punishing death penalty… Transgressions, “sins”,
and felonies all over, already before he was born! Isn’t this the “right”
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· having slogged in Egypt as servant. That was not only a very disgrace for
Jews after the Exodus took place but even a transgression “worth” punishing
death penalty (see: Jes 30:7) and “an object of cursing and horror, of
condemnation” (Jer 42:18) onto god… Oh yeah, oh yeah – the Christian
sinners’ “god” (Jesus "Christ" ), in truth an object of horror and condemnation
onto “god”. Who wonders about the atrocities of this felons’ sect?

· being a homosexual and this again does not only mean being an
abomination to that god (see: Le 18:22). He who fakes to be his „son“ or
“guardian” (the meaning of the word do not differ for him) again is to punish
by death penalty (see: Le 20:13), according to those laws he shams to fulfill.
Oh yeah, oh yeah – the Christian sinners’ “god”, in truth an abomination to
god that is to hang…

· being a deformity as ugly as Satan according to the Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")’ doctrines of their own... The Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") increasingly complain about
intrusion of Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s privacy, however, it is of significance
that Jesus "Christ" is one of those miscarriages of nature he promised the
earth. This is important to know because this means that by alleging that
“god” was dotty about all the deformities and miscarriages of nature or was
besotted with felons, Jesus "Christ" , at first did nothing else but to promote
the advantage and selfishness of his own and secondly that ones of the fellow
schmucks.

That is why the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")
resolutely withhold everything about his outward appearance and most of his
biography. They knew and know that otherwise everybody more or less smart
one would see that potential of hatred and revenge seething in his heart and soul.
Christian sect his revenge Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus
"Christ" ) want to take on the world !
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In Western hemisphere the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners") often are used to purporting that Christian mass murderers, genocides and
atrocities were perpetrated, far ago. This is not the case. In the Western hemisphere,
the hands of Christian schmucks in frocks increasingly tied in order to commit
barbarities by human right activists that refer to French revolution.
However, in Northern Ireland Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent
sinners") still succeed in slaughtering each other or even the children of their each
sectarian competitor. Christian sinners' abominations are not stopped by the
Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") but by the increasing
power of humanists.

Christian schmucks in frocks played a considerably role in the genocide between
Hutzis and Tutsis in Rwanda (Africa) in the 90ties of the 20 th century. Christian
priests and bishop terrorists lured each enemies into their toilets (“churches”), when
they were crowded enough Christian religious Mafiosi closed them so that nobody
could escape and afterwards started their massacre (“charity”, “brotherly love”,
“compassionateness” etc.) on the hoodwinked victims – as the Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") massacred the Incas and Mayas
centuries ago, in South America.
The real goal of Jesus "Christ" once more was achieved. Figuratively and/or
verbatim, that is what Christian sect is about. How do the Christian say: Where can
you find such a master doing that what Jesus does to you…? Oh yes, where can you
find a master playing fouler than Jesus does?
That was precisely the way Jesus "Christ" – the ever most successful coach of felons
-- recommended to proceed: Worm one’s way into the enemies’ confidence and if
the victims becomes gullible about that „nice and kind aunt Christian church“ and
disarm voluntarily, then they become fettered, tormented to the Christian
swineherds’ heart content, if not massacred.
Jesus "Christ" says, before plundering a house, one has to fetter the house owner…
(See: Mt 12:29, Mr 3:27). You never know what „humble“ and „modest“ the
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Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") are „scarifying“
themselves for their next ones. Straightforwardly and prematurely, they even bump
the enemies off to kingdom come... Oh my goodness, what Christian “martyrs”…!
They even work the “wonder“ of killing two birds with one stone: Dying and
cremation…! However, never forget: Only involuntary cremations are allowed not
voluntary ones… Those are the rules of the Christian bedlam each depraved one
and lunatic has to comply…!
And there are still stubborn hearts contesting what „benefits“ this religious Mafia
„donates“ to the world… Oh no, this stubborn world...!
Even small but courageous Belgium punished Christian schmucks in frocks and
nuns for those atrocities of Christian „charity“ and „brotherly love“ “bestowed” to
Rwanda. And the pope terrorist – however could it be else? – backed is fellow
Mafiosi in Rwanda!

The chain of Christian outrages and atrocities through all the centuries of Christian
sect’s existence defying any description provides evidence of Jesus correct
realization that each sinner (felon) is addicted to bestiality or is salve of felonies.
Christian sect stays to be Christian, i.e., only an increasing adversary or enemy can
impede the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") for
perpetrating outrages and atrocities.

Summary:
Jesus "Christ" demonstrably is convict of being a deceiver (for the advantage of his
own) by the facts that he gathers
· the scum of humankind,
· the miscarriages of nature, which he calls
· the sick.
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This he does so because he cannot get hold on others, however not because he
preferably had chosen them as the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant:
"innocent sinners") are used to kidding themselves. Finally, he declares those
he cannot reach and who despise him as “sour grapes”. Especially in the
sermon of the mountain, he deliberately flatters the scum of creatures about
the lied “excellence” of their nature, in comparison with those that are
naturally superior to them.
That is why the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")
misjudge the sermon on the mountain as a supposed feat of Jesus "Christ" .
However, it is only a very model of abominable blarney. Jesus expects to be
worshiped as the “god“ for those flattering, in return. This inevitably compels
Jesus to lies and deceits because only that way he can make the scum
worshiping him as the „god“.
Because of his dark and depraved traits, Jesus "Christ" put up with lays,
deception and even outrages and barbarities resulting from that. He succeeds
in getting others worshiping him as the “god” because of these blarneys. Birds
of a feather flock together! Because of his personal shortcoming (being
misshapen) and his biography his Christian fellows largely withhold and
withheld, Jesus has no less resentment (of hatred and vindictiveness) as those
that flock around him.
The Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") did no
outrage and/or atrocity, Jesus did not
· instigate,
· approved or
· would have approved.
E.g.: Although he foresees series of felonies of perjury of Peter, he does
nothing to impede them. On top of everything, Jesus stops at nothing in order
to be worshiped as “god”.
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On the contrary, he openly declares to destroy the world and thus human beings.
Christian “charity”, i.e. care for ill and disable ones shall perfidiously divert
attention from depraved nature of this sect. Medical care or care for disable,
homeless, orphans or elderly ones it not more or less moral than other professions
like, for instance, that of teacher, judge or entrepreneur etc.
One evenly could morally puff up the job of entrepreneurs. More over, social
business is very important source of money and employment for Christian priests or
for the members of Christian orders to divert suspicion from them being spongers
and good-for-nothings. That is why the Christian sect already and completely
hogged social business when it became religion of state by ancient Roman emperor
Constantine.
For Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners"), social business is
like a “protection money zone” and this sect even fights for it as any other Mafia
fights for its “protection money zone”. Last not least, medical care and other care
that belongs with social business not always but often -- and regarding Christian
desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") in almost every case – serves the
purpose of psychological projections. That means by fostering the sick or invalid
one, the „caring“ one often and in secret treats the sore conscience of his own and
fools himself about an identity he doesn’t have. Only because of this, this Christian
could contrive the idea the medical care in a larger scale should be a matter of
“morals” and therefore puff themselves up with that.
The Christian desperadoes' (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners'") well-known excuse
that Jesus „tenets“ were good and only depraved by the Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") or Christian sects can only be called Jesus
laundry, by which the Christian desperadoes (Christians' cant: "innocent sinners")
very perfidiously want exculpate from Jesus’ and their depravity, spite, mendacity
and abomination. Every trick constituting Christian baseness, meanness and
deceitfulness like, for instance, semantic simulations (juggling with names),
psychological projections, violence, provocation crimes, in one word : (Christian)
perfidy stems from Jesus "Christ" , in person .
Even the unfounded assertion that Jesus’ „tenets“ allegedly were irreproachable and
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all the Christian outrages and atrocities that mostly defy any description are due to
human failure or malice of lower or upper ranked Christian desperadoes
(Christians' cant: "innocent sinners") is just a component of Christian insidiousness,
by which the Planet’s most organized crimes tries making itself unassailable.
Jesus is foul play, in principle and from the very outset! Christendom is foul play, in
principle and from the very outset!
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Anmerkungen:
[i] Regarding the outward appearance of Jesus "Christ" see: „ Curley headed boy or misshapen cripple?”
on: http://www.bare-jesus.net/e401.htm.
[ii] See: Koran Su 57:27 [iii] Ludwig Feuerbach, quoted from the German edition of: Marcel Xhaufflaire,
Feuerbach und die Theologie der Säkularisation, München 1972, S. 196 (he is referring to: Feuerbach,
gesammelte Werke, Leipzig 1846, Bd. X, 361). Translation from the German of my own. German text: "
Unsere Vervollkommnung besteht in nichts Anderem, als in der Entwicklung, und die Entwicklung in nichts
Anderem, als in der Verdeutlichung und Verklärung dessen, was wir sind."
[iv] Friedrich Nietzsche, der Antichrist, § 52
[v] Friedrich Nietzsche, der Antichrist, § 47
[vi] Friedrich Nietzsche, der Antichrist, § 52
[vii] The Gospel of Thomas, Logion 71, Translated by Thomas O. Lambdin, Selection made from James M.
Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library, revised edition. HarperCollins, San Francisco, 1990., Login 71,
on: http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/gthlamb.html
[viii] For minutiae to this topic see: Already the Jesus Child a “Curse” and a “Horror” onto God according
to the Bible – on: http://www.geocities.com/birthofjesus/enchr6a.htm
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